UNITY IS PEACE,
PEACE IS UNITY
For millennia, in the East and in the West, humans have understood that Peace is the
same as Human Unity and that, as Mozi says, partiality is the cause of all evils or as
Rousseau puts it: sovereignty is the cause of war.

LET´S UNITE
 In the past it was impossible to unite
because the World and the people in it
was unknown
 Today it is possible,
 but the difficulty is still that states
cannot promote unity because they
are ineludibly partial.
 So, it is up to us, the people, without
discrimination of nationality (or any
discrimination) to take this initiative.

OUR MISSION
 To implement human union we need to tell and to
show all the people that human unity has become
possible and it will only benefit all and each one of us
and it is of interest of each one to support it and
contribute to spreading human unity proposal.
 Therefore, we are asking you, oh, dear, that you
share this quest for human unity up to the point we
make it a public question requiring an answer from
everyone, which will be enough for its
implementation.

OUR VISION
 Human unity consists in dismantling borders and eliminating armies because
their only cause of being is other´s existence (or could then say; they are by
themselves) and, besides arms, there is not another problem among humans.
 States peaceful coexistence is illusory because any arm is integrated –
hierarchically- in an armed unit or state, or else, it is illegal or enemy and,
therefore, shall be destroyed.
 Out of arms meant to killing and harming, everything else just serves us and,
therefore, we can understand so much what is to improve something as to
clearly agree about how and whom shall be served by that resource, object or
service and what is common good.
 There is no other conflict among us than those arms, whose constant effect,
besides its punctual activity of killing and destroying, is to deprive (as also to
limit, to restrain, to prevent, to take away freedom…) and, therefore, to
dismantle them is to eliminate deprivation, to build up human community.

OUR VISION
 United there will not even be there an state or a single army because it
does not make sense without opponents, There will not even be there a
single weapon because using common sense, how will we consent
(producing) ‘homicidal tools’?

 United, living together, we will distinguish evil – something meant to
harm- and good -cooperation and service- as clear as we now
distinguish white from black or sweet from bitter. (If we are united
politics are not longer needed since politics are there to address the
conflicts, but arms is the only conflict source and without them, there is
not conflict among humans)
 We can live together just if we propose it, make it public, because time
is ripe for it now. This human union will has not been at all absent in
history, but this will could not be practiced/implemented in the past.
How would you cooperate with those you do not know? However, even
if you do not know them, you needed to defend yourself, to arm
yourself, and they would also be there armed and hierarchically
organized too. Now, however, we can all cooperate at once, this is; we
can join and live together because to unify is a universal and
simultaneous cooperation action.

OUR VALUES
 The procedure, real aim and main value is
Transparency, this is; we are responsible in front
everybody´s judgement in such a way that we
can prevent that by any lack of attention
somebody´s interest be underestimated.
 We only aim at the Human Unity question to be
published and openly considered because if it is
discussed publicly, openly we have already
achieved it since it can not be publicly contested.

IMPLEMENTATION
 Paradoxically, to unite or to disarm
is not dangerous or risky because it
needs to be done with agreement
and cooperation of all in the world,
otherwise, which would be
unilateral disarmament, we would
not attain our aim, because
unilateral disarmament does not
actually mean disarmament, but
incorporation in another army,
under another hierarchy. So, we
can only make it all together,
simultaneously, sincerely…

WORLD GOVERNMENT

Currently, governments consider political proposals for
their
states
according
with
their
strategic,
confrontational, security priorities, and consequently they
can only be partially open to the public for discussion.
However, human issues are not political, they are not as
politics based on the conflict, but addressed by the best
experts in every field which will put forwards their
suggestions about how to work together on them.
Experts generate an open and always available document
so that everyone can show his/her agreement,
disagreement or better their proposal. The world is run
with transparency and all`s understanding, agreement
and cooperation.

HUMAN COMMUNITY
 Human unity is also human community as a result of the armed units
dissolution but also as a result of the evolution of companies (becoming
common resources) according to their Human Responsibility.
 Currently the Corporate Social Responsibility, CRS, refers to good or bad
practices in their operations independently of their entrepreneurship aim
(it is the same make cars than make bombs, or being a teacher or a
trained killer –soldier, as long as you get paid)
 But Corporate Human Responsibility, CHR, requires, besides transparency
and accountability, responsibility regarding entrepreneurship aim or
service. Companies servicing humanity more and better will be more
estimated independently from their ownership, sovereignty (the real
private property), so that ownership does not play any role, becomes
insignificant, redundant. Also companies are most o them multinationals
and have to respond for Humanity.

START POINT
 We, the people, as users and consumers, are
really free already now to choose or select
the companies we want to deal with and we
already can require from them Human
Responsibility; support to human unity and,
in the end, just transparency
 But companies will not act if they are not
moved by us, by our purchasing decisions,
therefore we have to create a net of people
who compromises in supporting companies
also supporting human unity.
 This is; people agreeing about only
purchasing, deal, etc. with companies
supporting human unity as long as it is not
prejudicial for them.
 Would you agree with this?

